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Overview 

This document describes a simple step-by-step guide on how to use 

Manufacturing (MFG) tool V2 and some Q/A which may be referred to 
frequently. 

 

OK, let‟s begin. 

 Step 1 

Before running the application, there are two files which must exist in the 
same folder with the application: cfg.ini and UICfg.ini. Additionally, the 
corresponding configuration must be set correctly. An incorrect configuration 
will cause the application to work abnormally. 

 The UICfg.ini file is used to configure the number of ports which 

indicates how many boards can be supported simultaneously. 

The format of the UICfg.ini file is as indicated below: 

[UICfg] 

PortMgrDlg=1 

For example, if only one board at a time will be supported, 
"PortMgrDlg=1" should be set. Currently, only one board can be 
supported, so PortMgrDlg must be set to 1. 

 The cfg.ini file is used to configure the target chip profile and target 

operation list. 

The format of this file looks like like the following: 

[profiles] 

chip = MX6DL Linux Update 

 

[platform] 

board = ARM2 

 

[LIST] 

name = Android-SD 

“profiles/chip” indicates the target profile name, and “list/name” 
indicates the target operation list name which can be found in the file 
located at "profiles/CHIP_PROFILE/OS Firmware/ucl2.xml". Currently, 
the “platform/board” is reserved and not used, please ignore it. 
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 Step 2 

Set the correct boot mode and connect the OTG port to the PC on which the 
MFG Tool application will be run. 

To set the correct boot mode, refer to the Linux BSP User Guide document. 

After connecting to PC with the correct boot mode setting, a HID-compliant 
device will be shown in the Device Manager as shown below: 

 

 Step 3 

Double click the application to run. 
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There is a limitation that, when using the MFGTool V2 for the first time to burn 
an image to a device (such as: i.MX 6Quad ARM2, i.MX 6DualLite Sabre-SD, and 
so on), the device must be connected to PC before MFGTool V2 starts running. 

Only two buttons can be clicked, Start/Stop, and Exit. 

Start/Stop is used to start/stop the burning process. If you re-start the burning 
process after you stop it, the process will try to continue from the point where 

you stopped before, but it is not guaranteed that it can continue successfully. 
It is NOT recommended to do this. 

Exit is used to exit this application. Please note that you can exit the 
application only after you stop the burning process. 

 

 Step 4 

Click “Start” button. If you have a terminal tool to monitor the debug serial 
port of your board, it is suggested to open it. You can get more information 
from it. 

 
 
Process continuing: 
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You can find information from the terminal. 

 

 

It is done. Click “Stop” to finish, and Click “Exit” to terminate the application. 

 
 

 Note: The manufacturing tool may sometimes report an error message when it is 

downloading the file system to the SD card. This can be caused by insufficient 

space in the SD card due to a small partition size. To fix this, unzip the file 
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"Profiles\ CHIP_PROFILE \OS Firmware\mksdcard.sh.tar" and then modify the 

script to increase the size of the partition and create more partitions according to 

your file system requirements. After the modification is done, tar the script again. 

For MFGTool V1.x User 
MFG tool V2.0 uses ucl2.xml which is different than V1 in which ucl.xml is used. 

All description about ucl.xml in V1 documents can be applied to ucl2.xml, with 
small changes as shown below: 

 The <STATE>...</STATE> item is simplified,  
        Old format in ucl.xml 
           <STATE name="Recovery" dev="MX6Q"/> 

           <DEV name="MX6DL/Solo" vid="15A2" pid="0054"/> 

 

        New format in ucl2.xml 
        <STATE name="BootStrap" dev="MX6Q" vid="15A2" pid="0054"/> 

 

For state “BootStrap”, the valid strings for dev are: "MX6Q", "MX6D", 
"MX6SL". Others are invalid. 
For state “Updater”, the valid string for dev is: “MSC”. This name is 
constant for all the SoC. 
The valid strings for state name are: "BootStrap", "Updater". Others are 
invalid. 

     

 Add a “state” attribute into each <CMD.../>. This attribute specifies the 

state that this command will run in, for example: 
        Old format in ucl.xml:  
 
         <CMD type="boot" body="Recovery" file ="u-boot-mx6sl.bin" >Loading U-boot</CMD> 

 

       New format in ucl2.xml: 
 
           <CMD state="BootStrap" type="boot" body="Recovery" file ="u-boot-mx6sl.bin" >Loading U-boot</CMD> 

 

        It indicates that this command will be running at BootStrap state. 
 

 “state” concept 

In general, the whole burning process includes two phases: 
I. BootStrap 

In this phase, the MFG tool will burn the specific U-Boot image 
and kernel image to the target board, so that MFG tool firmware 
can run successfully on the target board. 

II. Updater 
Host side application builds connection with firmware and 
transfers the U-Boot image and kernel image which will be used 
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normally with the firmware. Eventually, firmware burns these 
images or roofs to the storage to finish the whole process. 

 

 The “find” command is not used anymore. It needs to be removed from 

the ucl script. 
 

 The last command, the command text must be "Done" (case-insensitive) 
For example: 

       <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ echo Update Complete!">Done</CMD> 

 

How to Choose the Dedicated Storage Device on the 
Dedicated Board 

One operation list is dedicated for one kind of storage on the dedicated board. 

You can get this information from the operation list name in ucl2.xml. 

For example, “<LIST name="Sabre-SD" desc="Choose SD as media">” indicates 
this operation will burn image to SD on Freescale Sabre-SD reference board. 

“<LIST name="ubuntu-SabreSD-eMMC" desc="Choose eMMC as media">” 
indicates this operation will burn image to eMMC on Freescale Sabre-SD 
reference board. 

“<LIST name="ARM2-SD" desc="Choose SD as media">” indicates this operation 
will burn image to SD on Freescale ARM2 reference board. 

 

How to Program a Fuse  

MfgTool V2 supports writing the specified value into the fuse. 

The OTP fuse can be written through the following commands: 
  <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ ls /sys/fsl_otp ">Showing HW_OCOTP fuse bank</CMD> 
 

  <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ echo 0x11223344 > /sys/fsl_otp/HW_OCOTP_MAC0">write 

0x11223344 to HW_OCOTP_MAC0 fuse bank</CMD> 
 

   <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ cat /sys/fsl_otp/HW_OCOTP_MAC0">Read value from 

HW_OCOTP_MAC0 fuse bank</CMD> 

The fuse bank name (ex: HW_OCOTP_MAC0) should be changed according as 
needed. 

 

How to Burn an Image 

In the file ucl2.xml located at Profiles\ CHIP_PROFILE\OS Firmware, you can 
find instructions like this: 

    <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="send" file="files/u-boot-mx6q-arm2.bin">Sending u-boot.bin</CMD> 
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    <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ dd if=$FILE of=/dev/mmcblk0 bs=1k seek=1 skip=1 

conv=fsync">write u-boot.bin to sd card</CMD> 

    <CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="send" file="files/uImage">Sending kernel uImage</CMD> 

<CMD state="Updater" type="push" body="$ dd if=$FILE of=/dev/mmcblk0 bs=1M seek=1 conv=fsync">write 

kernel image to sd card</CMD>  

The value of key word “file” here means the relative path (based on ucl2.xml 
path) of the image to be burned.  

Key word “send” indicates this file will be sent to target. 

After file is received by target device, we can use “dd” command to burn the 
file to the related storage. “dd” is a standard Linux command. For detailed 
information refer to the i.MX 6Dual/6Quad Linux Reference Manual. 

How to Burn Your Own Image with Manufacturing Tool 

The processes above are limited to the reference design boards provided by 
Freescale. All the U-Boot images and kernel images are used to support 

Freescale reference design boards. If you want to utilize the tool to burn your 
own image on your own board, all you need to do is the following: 

 Generate a special U-Boot image and kernel image for MFG tool 

 Generate a normal U-Boot image and kernel image, maybe customizing 
rootfs which can be used by the end user. 

 Refer to the ucl2.xml to create your own operation list. Usually, only 

changing the original image (U-Boot and kernel) is enough. 

The detailed information about how to generate Manufacturing firmware, refer 
to the Document “Manufacturing Tool v2 Linux or Android Firmware 
Development Guide.” 

 

Command line feature 

MfgTool2 can support command line feature, the commands that can be 

accepted are “-c, -l, -p and -noui”.  

The format of command line looks like: 

MfgTool2.exe [-noui] [-c] [“chip profile folder name”] [-l] [“list name”] [-p] 
[number] 

Parameters description: 

 -noui: this command has no any parameter, if this command is used, the 
application will use the console interface, otherwise, the GUI interface 
will be used.   
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Note: this command must be the second parameter (the first parameter 
is application name), if it is used. 

 -c: indicate the target profile name. The parameter of this command is a 

string with a pair of double quotes. 

 -l: indicate the target operation list name which can be found in the file 
located at "profiles/CHIP_PROFILE/OS Firmware/ucl2.xml". The 
parameter of this command is a string with a pair of double quotes. 

 -p: indicate the number of ports which indicates how many boards can 

be supported simultaneously. The parameter of this command must be a 
number between 1 and 4. 

 All above parameters are not mandatory, if no parameter in the 
command line, the application will try to find the parameter from the 
corresponding file, e.g. if „-c‟ parameter is not provided in the 
command line, the application will try to get it from „cfg.ini‟ file just 
like the v2.0.x, if the application can't get the parameter from both the 
command line and cfg.ini file, the application will fail to run. 
 

 If both command line and cfg.ini/UIcfg.ini assign the same parameter, 

the application will take the command line parameter with priority. 
 

 Press CTRL+C or the Close button to close the APP.  
 
Some examples on how to use command line feature: 
 

1. MfgTool2.exe –noui –c “MX6Q Linux Update” –l “Sabre-SD” –p 4 
The application will use the console interface to burn image to four 

boards simultaneously. The target profile is „MX6Q Linux Updater‟ and 
the operation list is „Sabre-SD‟ which is located at “profiles/ MX6Q Linux 
Updater/OS Firmware/ucl2.xml”. 

 
2. MfgTool2.exe –c “MX6Q Linux Update” –l “Android-SabreSD-eMMC” –p 2 

The application will use the GUI interface to burn image to two boards 
simultaneously. The target profile is „MX6Q Linux Updater‟ and the 
operation list is „Android-SabreSD-eMMC‟ which is located at “profiles/ 
MX6Q Linux Updater/OS Firmware/ucl2.xml”. 

 
3. MfgTool2.exe -noui –l “Android-SabreSD-eMMC” –p 1 

The application will use the console interface to burn image to one 
board. The target profile is gotten from “profiles/chip” in file cfg.ini, 
the operation list is „Android-SabreSD-eMMC‟ which is located at 
“profiles/ CHIP_PROFILE /OS Firmware/ucl2.xml”. 
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4. MfgTool2.exe –noui –c “MX6Q Linux Update” –l “Sabre-SD” 
The application will use the console interface to burn image to one 
board. The target profile is „MX6Q Linux Updater‟ and the operation list 
is „Sabre-SD‟ which is located at “profiles/ MX6Q Linux Updater/OS 
Firmware/ucl2.xml”. The maximum number of boards supported 
simultaneously is gotten from “UICfg/PortMgrDlg” in file UICfg.ini. 

 
5. MfgTool2.exe 

It is just same with v2.0.x‟s behavior. 
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How to Reach Us: 

Home Page: 

freescale.com 

Web Support: 

freescale.com/support 

Information in this document is provided solely to enable system and software 
implementers to use Freescale products. There are no express or implied copyright 
licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits based on the 

information in this document. 

Freescale reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products 
herein. Freescale makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the 
suitability of its products for any particular purpose, nor does Freescale assume any 
liability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically 
disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation consequential or incidental 
damages. “Typical” parameters that may be provided in Freescale data sheets and/or 
specifications can and do vary in different applications, and actual performance may vary 
over time. All operating parameters, including “typicals,” must be validated for each 
customer application by customer’s technical experts. Freescale does not convey any 
license under its patent rights nor the rights of others. Freescale sells products pursuant 
to standard terms and conditions of sale, which can be found at the following address: 
freescale.com/SalesTermsandConditions. 

 

Freescale, the Freescale logo, AltiVec, C-5, CodeTest, CodeWarrior, ColdFire, C-Ware, 
Energy Efficient Solutions logo, Kinetis, mobileGT, PowerQUICC, Processor Expert, 

QorIQ, Qorivva, StarCore, Symphony, and VortiQa are trademarks of Freescale 
Semiconductor, Inc., Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Airfast, BeeKit, BeeStack, ColdFire+, 
CoreNet, Flexis, MagniV, MXC, Platform in a Package, QorIQ Qonverge, QUICC Engine, 
Ready Play, SafeAssure, SMARTMOS, TurboLink, Vybrid, and Xtrinsic are trademarks of 
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. All other product or service names are the property of their 
respective owners. The Power Architecture and Power.org word marks and the Power 
and Power.org logos and related marks are trademarks and service marks licensed by 
Power.org. The ARM Powered Logo is a trademark of ARM Limited.  
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